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Give your tree a refreshing tree bath! 

Premium tree watering bag 

inne

If you have questions about the baumbad bag, if you have a 
problem with the with the construction, or you just have 
feedback or suggestions for improvement for us - our team 
will help you by phone or by e-mail!

This is how you can reach us
+49 (0) 2332 9999 666
service@baumbad.uk

Mo - Fr from 09:00 to 18:00 o'clock 

www.baumbad.co.uk

Problems, feedback, questions?

How can we help you? 

We are a young, ambitious startup that has made it our mission in 
2019 to protect the green diversity of our city trees from the 

consequences of climate change. Therefore, we would like to invite 
you to do our very best to protect nature through an adapted way 

of living. 

The baumbad mission 

Stene

baumbad.baumbeutel baumbad_de

Made in China

Become a tree rescuer

www.baumretter.de

75 liters



Place the baumbad around the tree 
trunk(1) and then close the zipper. If 
necessary, attach the lock(2) now. Insert 
the water hose(3) deep into the opening 
of the tree bath.

Attach the bag

Instruction manual 

1.

Attach the padlock after closing the zipper through 
the eyelets and fill the bag only FINALLY as in step 2. 
Never attach or remove the padlock while the bag is 
filled! 

To avoid damage to the tree baumbad, only padlocks 
with shackle diameter of max. 6 mm and shackle 
height of at least 50 mm are suitable. 

Anti-theft device 

Plelel
l

Use only clean water. Dirt particles can clog the watering holes of the baumbad. If no clean water is available, it must be 

filtered through a cloth at the end of the hose!

Do not attach or hang up the baumbad bag by the black loops!

The filled bag should neither be opened at the zipper nor transported.

Do not tear or enlarge the filling opening!

When using liquid fertilizers, mix them with the water before filling and filter the baumbad solution as described above!

When the baumbad irrigation bag is not needed, it should be removed from the trunk and stored.

Application instructions 

Fill the baumbad to approx. 1/6(4) with 
water and then lift it briefly at the black 
loops, otherwise the water cannot flow 
out of the bag. Then fill the bag 
completely.

Fill the bag2.

(1) For tree trunks with a circumference of max. 30 cm

(2) Not included in delivery

(3) For water hoses up to a circumference of 4 inches

(4) 1/6 are approx. 10 liters of water

Tree too thick? 
Sele

Connect 2 baumbad irrigation bags on one 
side one side with the zipper

1.

Our tip

Place the connected bags around the tree
and close the remaining zipper

2.

Fill the two bags, as described in the instrutions
described on the top left

3.

One tree watering bag 

trunk circumference up to 30 cm

Connect two baumbad watering bags 

Trunk circumference larger than 30 cm 

Ueeee
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Place the baumbad around the tree 
trunk(1) and then close the zipper. If 
necessary, attach the lock(2) now. Insert 
the water hose(3) deep into the opening 
of the tree bath.

Attach the bag

Instruction manual 

1.

Attach the padlock after closing the zipper through 
the eyelets and fill the bag only FINALLY as in step 2. 
Never attach or remove the padlock while the bag is 
filled! 

To avoid damage to the tree baumbad, only padlocks 
with shackle diameter of max. 6 mm and shackle 
height of at least 50 mm are suitable. 

Anti-theft device 

Plelel
l

Use only clean water. Dirt particles can clog the watering holes of the baumbad. If no clean water is available, it must be 

filtered through a cloth at the end of the hose!

Do not attach or hang up the baumbad bag by the black loops!

The filled bag should neither be opened at the zipper nor transported.

Do not tear or enlarge the filling opening!

When using liquid fertilizers, mix them with the water before filling and filter the baumbad solution as described above!

When the baumbad irrigation bag is not needed, it should be removed from the trunk and stored.

Application instructions 

Fill the baumbad to approx. 1/6(4) with 
water and then lift it briefly at the black 
loops, otherwise the water cannot flow 
out of the bag. Then fill the bag 
completely.

Fill the bag2.

(1) For tree trunks with a circumference of max. 30 cm

(2) Not included in delivery

(3) For water hoses up to a circumference of 4 inches

(4) 1/6 are approx. 10 liters of water

Tree too thick? 
Sele

Connect 2 baumbad irrigation bags on one 
side one side with the zipper

1.

Our tip

Place the connected bags around the tree
and close the remaining zipper

2.

Fill the two bags, as described in the instrutions
described on the top left

3.

One tree watering bag 

trunk circumference up to 30 cm

Connect two baumbad watering bags 

Trunk circumference larger than 30 cm 
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Give your tree a refreshing tree bath! 

Premium tree watering bag 

inne

If you have questions about the baumbad bag, if you have a 
problem with the with the construction, or you just have 
feedback or suggestions for improvement for us - our team 
will help you by phone or by e-mail!

This is how you can reach us
+49 (0) 2332 9999 666
service@baumbad.uk

Mo - Fr from 09:00 to 18:00 o'clock 

www.baumbad.co.uk

Problems, feedback, questions?

How can we help you? 

We are a young, ambitious startup that has made it our mission in 
2019 to protect the green diversity of our city trees from the 

consequences of climate change. Therefore, we would like to invite 
you to do our very best to protect nature through an adapted way 

of living. 

The baumbad mission 

Stene

baumbad.baumbeutel baumbad_de

Made in China

Become a tree rescuer

www.baumretter.de

100 liters


